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Abstract: The purpose of this joint contribution is to study the maximum dynamic load concrete dams can withstand. The so-called “dynamic capacity functions” for these infrastructures seems now technically and commercially feasible thanks to the modern finite element techniques, hardware capabilities, and positive experiences collected so far. The key topics faced during the dynamic assessment of dams are also discussed using different point of view and examples, which include: the selection of dynamic parameters, the progressive level of detail for the numerical simulations, the implementation of nonlinear behaviors, and the concept of the service and collapse limit states. The approaches adopted by local institutions and engineers on the subject of dam capacity functions are discussed using the authors’ experiences, and an overview of time and resources is outlined to help decision makers. Three different concrete dam types (i.e., gravity, buttress, and arch) are used as case studies with different complexities. Finally, the paper is wrapped up with a list of suggestions for analysts, the procedure limitations, and future research needs.
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1. Introduction

This paper is an extended and modified version of the contribution presented during the “3rd Meeting of EWG Dams and Earthquakes”, which was held May 2019 in Lisbon, Portugal [1]. While the skeleton of the presentation was kept, many new references, literature review, simulations, and discussion were added to the paper.

Special efforts have been devoted in recent years to the dynamic assessment of large dams. High seismicity countries went through (or are still facing) re-assessment programs for their dams [2–5]. These extensive studies are required for the lack of seismic checks on older dams, updated seismic hazard parameters, and new seismic standards [6]. Despite the opportunities offered by modern technologies, it is sometimes difficult to select a cost-effective (yet high-confidence) procedure for the seismic assessment of dams. It is understandable that complex analyses make stakeholders feel uncomfortable making risk-related decisions. For this reason, in the authors’ opinion, it is vital to find new procedures to balance the numerical simulations with comprehensible outcomes (i.e., the capacity curves’ appreciation is easier than the judgment of stress map outputs qualitatively).

The seismic analyses of large dams must consider the following features [7,8]: specific seismic hazard assessment [9–11], step-by-step analysis approach [12], soil-structure interaction [13], fluid–structure interaction [14], and the system’s nonlinear behavior [15,16]. It is a common opinion that concrete dams (especially arch dams) are unique prototypes, each having their own behavior. Even more so, it is generally expected that the seismic response of the concrete dams should be considered with an opportune degree of distinction between different case studies. Previous experiences on the application of capacity...
functions [17, 18] demonstrated that using certain classification rules, the overall seismic behavior of concrete dams may be similar, especially towards the failure point. This aspect should exhort the scientific community and the best practice of the sector to consider capacity functions as a way forward.

While the precise time history analysis for concrete dams with dam-specific ground motion records has been the subject of much research, this paper provides a framework to estimate the capacity of dams with a novel technique. Therefore, the objective is not to validate a numerical procedure, but to provide the best estimate of the nonlinear seismic response at different shaking intensities, as well as the failure capacity. This will be accomplished using some examples showing the advantages and limitations of this approach. A summary of conventional procedures available to extract the capacity functions is also discussed. Special attention is offered to the Endurance Time Analysis (ETA) method [19]. Finally, a technical discussion is presented on the benefits that capacity functions can add to the dam industry and public interests.

1.1. International Experiences in the Seismic Assessment of Dams

Following a period in which the lack of regulations permitted designing and building dams without or with too simplified seismic design principles, the necessity to cope with the safety reassessment of these dams and to select the right method to evaluate their performance during the earthquake event is now well recognized. Despite the variety of seismic safety approaches in dam engineering, the concept of "risk assessment" is, implicitly or explicitly, present in all technical codes used in most of the developed countries, e.g., [2–5].

In Switzerland, which recently has undertaken the task of re-assessing the dams [20], some outlines are provided on the framework and efforts required to manage the dams' portfolios, referring to their risk classification. After 10 years required to assess 208 dams, important outcomes and lessons learned have been collected by the Swiss experience. It is worth noting that the cases appeared to be non-compliant with the standards where generally dams had problems primarily in static conditions or unusual design concepts. According to OFEG [21], a lower occurrence probability should be expected for earthquakes, when the failure consequences are very high at the downstream. However, it does not provide any indication on the earthquake level leading to dam failure.

Other European countries followed the example of Switzerland for seismic assessment of their dams. For instance, recently adopted dam safety regulations introduced risk concepts such as the residual safety margin of the dam against seismic actions, a kind of qualitative evaluation of the dam's capacity. Despite this, it is still necessary to bridge the gap between the seismic response determined for the target seismic levels, mainly collapse and serviceability Limit States (LSs), and the dams' ultimate capacity. Considering this, it appears clear where the so-called “capacity functions” may play their role.

The proposed engineering guide for seismic risk of dams in the U.K. guidelines is based on the dam category and has three main features [22]: the probability of occurrence of an earthquake larger than the Maximum Scenario Earthquake (MSE), the vulnerability of the dam, and the consequences of the failure. The French guide [23] is mainly focused on gravity dams. It covers the fundamental stability analysis for sliding LS with a focus on material strength. There is no new recommendation concerning seismic loads [24]. Similar experiences can be found in other countries such as India [25], Japan [26], and Turkey [27].

1.2. An Overview of Seismic Assessment Procedures

To evaluate what may be called the “failure” or “critical earthquake” of a concrete dam, it is necessary to put in place a numerical model and a seismic assessment procedure to consider the most important aspects involved. Considering recent advancements in computer science, the idea to investigate the nonlinear behavior of concrete dams towards collapse is becoming more common among researchers and engineers. Despite the excellent work done or planned in the future, the greatest obstacle for nonlinear analysis and capacity functions is the formal definition of acceptable damages against the different LSs used in the modern structural codes. At the current stage, we can simulate
the structural performance decay of these structures, but we have no practical guidelines to indicate if their expected behavior is acceptable other than subjective engineering judgment.

In the buildings sector, the capacity functions are used to demonstrate that the design target and the actual structural ductility are met [28,29]. A similar route can be expected for dams, with appropriate procedures for the definition of “failure modes” and “limit states”. An important aspect to be considered is the confidence with the methods used to produce the capacity functions. In the buildings sector, the use of nonlinear static pushover analysis is considered common practice [30]. Pre-defined load patterns are used to reproduce the effects produced by earthquakes. This loading pattern is then increased through a scale factor to produce the damages of the main structural elements until the point of collapse. Based on the authors’ experience, it is not possible to use the same procedure for dams. This is due to the different way the dam and the surrounding domains, foundation and water, react against the seismic actions. For this reason, it is more reasonable to use a bespoke dams sector approach. This may consist of nonlinear dynamic analysis procedures where all the mechanism involved in the response can be included and properly captured without limits associated with standardized pseudo-static forces (pre-defined load pattern shapes increased monotonically).

A capacity function determined for a concrete dam under dynamic/seismic forces is always associated with concurrent actions, namely dead weight, thermal loading, and hydrostatic pressure, applied to the dam before the seismic excitation. In addition, the seismic actions are characterized by their spatial variation using three directions of the seismic action and concurrency factors. The numerosity of the combinations suggests that capacity functions cannot be developed for all of them. A procedure is then necessary to perform a screening of the most critical combinations. The proposed approach is to start with simplified linear pseudo-static procedures, move to linear dynamic analysis, and finally nonlinear dynamic analysis. This approach is also giving assurance on the validity of the analysis methods while more detailed aspects are introduced, a concept already introduced within technical guidelines. In this case, the capacity function represents the last step of a series of analyses that are code compliant.

Developing a capacity function requires that the numerical model is capable of accounting for the main nonlinearities in the dam-foundation-reservoir system during an earthquake. For gravity dams, the sliding at the base, or at the weaker lift joints, is one of the main failure modes expected [31]. This phenomenon can cut off the seismic excitation acting as a seismic isolator. The reduction of stresses above the sliding plane is obtained at the cost of a residual displacement, captured by jumps in the force-displacement diagrams. Slips occurring over the joint are also important for arch dams, but are not governing the global response of these structures. On the other hand, the right representation of joint openings and closures are essential for arch dams to represent the different behaviors of these dams under seismic actions in different directions [32,33].

In addition, according to ICOLD [34], a large portion of the concrete dam failures can be attributed to foundation issues (either geological or geotechnical). Whereas dams have generic potential failure modes, foundation failure modes are very specific [35]. Depending on the initiator (i.e., static, hydrologic, or seismic), there might be different failure modes for the foundation. These kinds of geotechnical problems are not included in this paper, but must be considered for seismic assessments of dams. It is reasonable to think that capacity functions evaluated without considering the effects of foundation failure modes must be interpreted in conjunction with the geotechnical results.

For both gravity and arch dams, cracking behavior is required to consider the effects produced by the reduction of concrete properties along the dam body and the associated changes in the way the dam deforms. These effects are represented by the slope change in the capacity function. The nonlinear model used should be also selected based on the data necessary to evaluate damages and the associated relationship with LSs [36].

Another aspect to be considered for large models is the management of computation time as already mentioned. This depends highly on modeling techniques and assumptions. If a numerical model is considered in its most effective condition (mesh and time steps are key aspects in this sense),
the only way to reduce the computational time required for the analysis is the selection of alternative seismic inputs. Among the dynamic analysis techniques, the ETA is one of the most efficient methods that significantly reduces the computational cost [17,18].

2. Capacity Estimation Techniques

In this section, a summary of the procedures available for the dynamic capacity estimation of concrete dams is given. The “dynamic capacity function” is defined as the relationship between an external parameter affecting the capacity of the structure (also referred to as a “stressor”), and the “response” of the system at the macro (or structural) level [37]. The stressor, $S$, can be: (1) an incrementally-increasing monotonic, cyclic (pseudo-dynamic, quasi-dynamic, or dynamic), or time-dependent load (or displacement, acceleration, pressure); (2) an incrementally-decreasing resistance parameter or degradation in strength properties; or (3) a discrete increasing/decreasing critical parameter in a system leading to failure. In earthquake engineering, the stressor is typically called an intensity measurement (IM) parameter [38].

The response, $R$, on the other hand, is representative of the system behavior under the varying stressor. It is depicted in either an absolute or relative sense. $R$ may be: (1) a single damage variable (DV), such as drift or energy dissipation; (2) a combination of several DVs in terms of the damage index (DI); or (3) any safety monitoring index. In the field of earthquake engineering, $R$ is typically called an engineering demand parameter (EDP) [39]. In the field of uncertainty quantification, it is called the quantity of interest (QoI) [40]. Several dam-specific EDPs, DVs, and DIs can be found in Zhang et al. [41], Hariri-Ardebili and Saouma [42], Ansari and Agarwal [43], and Hariri-Ardebili et al. [44].

2.1. Incremental Dynamic Analysis

Incremental dynamic analysis (IDA) is a technique to estimate the seismic capacity of dams using a large set of ground motions. IDA can be decomposed into the following major branches [37]:

- Single-record IDA (SR-IDA) vs. multi-record IDA (MR-IDA)
- Single-intensity IDA (SI-IDA) vs. multi-intensity IDA (MI-IDA)
- Single-EDP IDA (SE-IDA) vs. multi-EDP IDA (ME-IDA)

Any of these IDA types might be combined together. SR-IDA is the most basic technique, in which a single record is used for nonlinear time history analysis of a dam. Let $u_g$ be the “as-recorded” (unscaled) ground motion time history. To consider both the stronger and weaker scenarios, it can be scaled uniformly using a scale factor, $\lambda_{SF}$. The scaled ground motion can be written as $\lambda_{SF}u_g$. This should be represented by a monotonic scalable IM (e.g., peak ground acceleration (PGA), or the 5% damped spectral acceleration at the first-mode period ($S_a(T_1, = 5\%)$)). Several nonlinear analyses are then performed with the scaled ground motions. Let us assume that the response of the nonlinear system to the scaled record is $R^A$. The response parameter (or EDP or QoI) can be deformation, stress, uplift, or DI.

MR-IDA is a collection of $n$ SR-IDA for the same structural system. The required ground motion records are usually obtained from a probabilistic seismic hazard analysis (PSHA) conducted for the dam site. The number of required records typically varies given the dispersion among them and the code requirements. The order of $n$ for framed structures is about 30–50, while for concrete dams (which are computationally expensive), it is around 12–20.

SI-IDA uses only one intensity measure parameter (e.g., PGA) to characterize the ground motion record-to-record (RTR) variability; however, MI-IDA adopts additional intensity measure parameters to enhance the uncertainty quantification and to reduce the dispersion. On the other hand, SE-IDA uses only one EDP value (e.g., relative drift), while ME-IDA accounts for the joints’ EDPs (e.g., joint opening and sliding).

The combined multi-record single-intensity IDA (MR-SI-IDA) is the most common form of the IDA curves adopted by many researchers for different structures [45]. It is an IDA plot in
the IM-EDP coordinate system. Figure 1 presents concrete dam-specific IDA curves developed by different researchers under various assumptions. Considering the RTR variability in the IDA capacity functions, they should be summarized using some central values like the mean, median, and 16% and 84% fractiles.

Figure 1. Sample incremental dynamic analysis (IDA) capacity functions for concrete dams: (a) gravity dam [46], (b) arch dam [47], (c) gravity dam [48], (d) gravity dam [49], (e) gravity dam [43], (f) arch dam [50], (g) gravity dam [51], and (h) gravity dam [52]. PGA, peak ground acceleration.

Therefore, different IDA versions come from different interpretations: MR-IDA is a multi-record of SR-IDA. Each of those two can be presented based on (a) single intensity (SI), or multi-intensity (MI), and/or (b) single EDP (SE), or multi EDP (ME). The simplest combination will be SR-SI-SE-IDA (i.e., single-record, single-intensity, single-EDP), which is just a curve in 2D space. The most complex one will be MR-MI-ME-IDA (i.e., multi-record, multi-intensity, multi-EDP), which consists of \( n \) curves in \( m \times p \) space (where \( m \) and \( p \) are the numbers of IMs and EDPs, respectively).

2.2. Cloud Analysis

In cloud analysis (CLA) (as opposed to IDA), the dam is subjected to a set of unscaled (or as-recorded) ground motions and analyzed numerically. If the ground motion records are extracted from a specific hazard scenario, they can be represented by \( (M_{bin}, R_{bin}) \), i.e., the magnitude and distance representative of the bin. Therefore, the first \( n \) records are selected (or generated [53]). Then, they are applied to the finite element model, and subsequently, \( n \) linear or nonlinear transient simulations are performed. From these analyses, EDP vs. IM is determined and forms the so-called cloud response. The CLA method is usually used in the context of the probabilistic seismic demand model (PSDM) [54].
If the CLA is performed with a linear elastic model, the data points will have a linear trend in the arithmetic scale. Figure 2a shows the crest displacement vs. PGA of a tall gravity dam with linear elastic materials using about 2000 different ground motion records all based on a single seismic scenario. Although the results are based on linear analysis, a considerable dispersion exists at higher PGA levels. On the other hand, it is well accepted that the discrete data points resulting from nonlinear CLA have a linear trend on the logarithmic scale (Figure 2b), implying a power curve on the arithmetic scale. This figure shows the nonlinear response of another gravity dam with only 150 ground motions from six different seismic scenarios (i.e., S1–S6). As seen, the general trend is quite linear.

**Figure 2.** Sample cloud analysis (CLA) capacity functions for concrete dams. (a) Linear analysis; (b) nonlinear analysis. IM, intensity measurement; S, scenario.

2.3. Endurance Time Analysis

Endurance time analysis (ETA) is a dynamic pushover procedure used to estimate the seismic performance of structures when subjected to pre-designed intensifying excitation [55,56]. The simulated acceleration functions are intended to shake the structure from a low excitation level (with a structural response in the elastic range) to a medium excitation level (where the structure experiences some nonlinearity) and ultimately to a high excitation level causing failure [57]. All these response ranges are experienced in a single time history analysis.

The challenging part of this method lies in generating the endurance time excitation functions (ETEFs), Figure 3a. Initial generation of ETEFs were only based on acceleration and displacement response spectra [58], while the recent advances in the simulation of ETEFs can be found in Mashayekhi and Estekanchi [59], and Mashayekhi et al. [60–62], where the functions were optimized in the time and frequency domains accounting for the acceleration and displacement response spectra, as well as the nonlinear displacement, absorbed hysteretic energy, number of effective cycles, etc. Unconstrained nonlinear optimization is used to simulate ETEFs. The objective function of simulating ETEFs problems is to compute differences between the dynamic characteristics of ETEFs and their intended target values. The objective function covers a range of pre-defined times, periods, and ductility ratios.

**Figure 3.** Sample endurance time excitation function (ETEF). (a) Acceleration time history; (b) time-dependent response spectra.
The ETEF is an artificially-designed intensifying acceleration time history, where the response spectra of the ETEF linearly increases with time; see Figure 3b. Ideally, the profile of the acceleration time history and response spectrum increase linearly with time. Figure 3 shows a sample ETEF and its response spectra at three different times (i.e., 5, 10, and 15 s). Note that the ETA and associated spectra are always evaluated from \( t = 0 \). Therefore, a particular time \( t_p \) refers to time window \([0, t_p]\). As seen, the spectrum at \( t = 10 \) s is nearly twice the one at \( t = 5 \) s, and the spectrum one at \( t = 15 \) s is three-times the one at \( t = 5 \) s. In this technique, the seismic performance is determined by the duration the structure can endure the dynamic input with increasing input intensity (i.e., acceleration). The longer the structure can endure the imposed stressor, the better the performance is. This is why it is named “endurance time analysis”.

Figure 4 compares the cyclic pushover and the dynamic pushover (i.e., ETA) methods. In the cyclic pushover method, an increasing cyclic load or displacement function is applied to the finite element model, and the corresponding cyclic force-displacement plot is derived (note that this is different from monotonic pushover analysis in which the load/displacement is applied only in one direction) [63,64]. Next, the envelope of this hysteretic curve is computed (both in positive and negative directions), which forms the so-called capacity function. The applied load/displacement has a static or quasi-dynamic nature. Rate-dependent characteristics are not usually considered. On the other hand, a dynamic pushover method applies a time-dependent load/displacement and directly incorporates the material’s dynamic behavior. A capacity function in the ETA method can be obtained as:

1. Develop the finite element model of the dam, and apply an appropriate ETEF.
2. Record the time history of any desired EDP (or QoI), e.g., crest displacement in the horizontal direction. In nonlinear models, the analysis fails at some time, \( t_{\text{fail}} \) (e.g., \( t_{\text{fail}} = 5.9 \) s in Figure 4). Failure is interpreted either as a numerical non-convergence or physical failure (drift beyond a displacement threshold).
3. Compute the absolute value of EDP at time interval \([0, t_{\text{fail}}]\). This step guarantees that all the peak values in positive and negative sides are incorporated in the final capacity function.
4. Compute the maximum value of the absolute EDP at \( \tau \) for any time interval \([0, \tau]\) using \( \Omega(\tau) = \max(\{\text{abs}(\text{EDP}(\tau))\}; \tau \in [0, \tau] \). The product of this step is a step-wise increasing function.
5. Since the ETEFs have a stochastic nature, it is recommended to smooth them for any practical purposes. The resulting curve is called the ETA curve and is in the EDP-time coordinate system.

![Figure 4](https://example.com/figure4.png)

**Figure 4.** Comparing the cyclic pushover and dynamic pushover methods to develop capacity functions; \( \Delta \) is displacement, \( F \) force, and \( a \) acceleration.
Finally, the EDP-time coordinate system is flipped to make it time-EDP. Moreover, using the relationship between time and acceleration (from the original ETEF), one can convert the time parameter to its equivalent IM parameter. The final product will be a smoothed (or step-wise) curve in the IM-EDP coordinate system, which is the capacity function.

Although this procedure is applicable only with a single ETEF, in order to reduce the uncertainty (due to the random nature of initial white noise in ETEF generation), the mean of three ETEFs typically is recommended.

Sample application of ETA method and capacity functions for concrete (arch and gravity) dams can be found in Meghella and Furgani [17], Hariri-Ardebili et al. [18], Valamanesh et al. [56], Hariri-Ardebili and Mirzabozorg [65], Hariri-Ardebili and Saouma [42], Hariri-Ardebili et al. [44].

3. Case Study Examples

According to the historical records collected by the ICOLD [66] (through its committee meetings and publications), concrete dams performed relatively well during earthquakes. The U.S. Committee on Large Dams published three comprehensive reports on the observed performance of dams during earthquakes [67–69]. In addition, Nuss et al. [70] collected a list of concrete dams that have been shaken by large earthquakes, but showed a relatively acceptable performance. Later, Hariri-Ardebili and Nuss [8] evaluated the seismic risk of these dams using a semi-quantitative approach and coupled it with finite element analyses. From previous experiences, the key role of the geometry on the seismic resistance of dams has been confirmed. For gravity dams, the use of narrowing sections at the neck is generally associated with cracking problems (e.g., Koyna dam [71,72]), while for the arch dams, a large “U” shape of the valley rift can affect negatively the overall seismic resistance of the dam [73]. These typical aspects of dams’ seismic vulnerability have been confirmed by post-earthquake inspections and structural analysis. Some examples of capacity functions are reported below. The finite element simulations have not been discussed in detail deliberately, allowing the readers to focus on the concept behind the use of capacity functions.

Three case studies are considered in this paper based on their complexities:

- Gravity dam: This is a 2D model of a gravity dam including the foundation and reservoir interactions. This example explains the progressive collapse in dams.
- Buttress dam: This is a single monolith of a buttress dam without a foundation and an empty reservoir. This simple example shows the impact of material uncertainties and also introduces the aspects associated with 3D blocks.
- Arch dams: This is a full nonlinear analysis of several arch dam-foundation-reservoir systems. It includes four dams presenting a portfolio of dams.

3.1. Gravity Dam

Koyna gravity dam has a 103-m height; the thicknesses at the base and at the crest are 70.2 m and 14.8 m, respectively, for the central non-overflow monoliths; see Figure 5. The mesh was refined around the neck and dam-foundation interface to capture all the potential failure modes precisely. The fluid–structure interaction (FSI) was applied according to the pressure-based fluid elements. The massless foundation was used, which might lead to slightly different response distribution in dams, particularly for relatively soft rocks, because the radiation damping is ignored. Applied loads on the system were: dam’s self-weight, hydrostatic pressure, bottom sediment, and seismic loads. Nonlinearity was originated from a concrete smeared crack model. The modulus of elasticity and compressive strength for concrete were assumed to be 26.4 GPa and 20.4 MPa, respectively. The modulus of elasticity of the foundation was 17 GPa.
3.2. Buttress Dam

Sefidrud buttress dam has a 106-m height in the middle section and consists of 26 monoliths, each 14 m long. The slopes of the dam on the downstream and upstream faces are 1:0.6 and 1:0.4, respectively [74]. It was constructed of plain concrete. It was assumed that the dam was fixed at the base where the ETEFs were applied. Figure 5 shows the finite element mesh. A 3D co-axial rotating smeared crack model was used for the nonlinear analyses [75]. The model was capable of cracking in three orthogonal directions, as well as crushing.

3.3. Arch Dams

Four arch dams were considered in this paper to introduce the key aspects associated with their seismic response towards global failure. Together they represent a reasonable representation of concrete arch dams with heights ranging from 59–111 m [17]; see Figure 5. For each dam, the interaction with the foundation was considered using the massless approach, which for high-intensity level earthquakes represents a major limitation (as discussed later in the paper). The FSI was accounted for by direct modeling the fluid domain using acoustic elements, a non-reflecting boundary condition at the far-end domain, and a wave reflection coefficient at the reservoir bottom. The nonlinear behavior of vertical and horizontal joints separating the different blocks of the dam were modeled to reproduce both joint slips and openings. The nonlinear behavior of concrete was considered using the damage plasticity model by Lee and Fenves [16]. Applied loads were: dead weight, hydrostatic load (full reservoir), winter thermal condition, and seismic loads. The water pressure inside the contraction joints was not modeled [76].

4. Results

4.1. Progressive Collapse of a Gravity Dam

The damage response of the case study gravity dam is explained in this section subjected to a fifteen-second ETEF. Figure 6a shows the variation of the normalized crest horizontal displacement with respect to the total dam height (i.e., 103 m). The dam showed a nearly linear displacement up to a PGA of 0.6 g with $\Omega(\Delta)/H_{\text{dam}} = 0.1$. The first large normalized displacement jump occurred for a PGA of about 0.78 g (which corresponds to about 12 s of ETEF). Moreover, the variation of three cracks and the crushing is shown in Figure 6b using the concept of DI. Although many DIs have been proposed by the authors for both gravity and arch dams [42,44], a simple one was adopted. In this paper, DI is defined as a ratio of the damaged area (in a particular cracked direction or crushed situation) to the total dam cross-sectional area. Note that a similar metric was already proposed by Ghanaat [31] for linear elastic analysis and was called the percentage of overstressed regions (at different demand-capacity ratios). At PGA = 0.6 g (which was a limit to linear displacement response), the DI in Directions 1, 2, and 3 was 4%, 1%, and 0.5%, respectively. Moreover, crushing was practically zero. All four DIs
showed a meaningful jump at PGA of 0.78 g. Thus, this intensity can be announced as the capacity of this dam (under current numerical assumptions).

Finally, the damage profile of the dam at two different time steps corresponding to two (relatively) big changes at the pre-failure and failure stages is shown in Figure 6c. The progressive collapse can be tracked in these two sets of plots, especially for the Crack-2 and Crack-3 directions.

Figure 6. Computed capacity functions for the case study gravity dam; PGA is peak ground acceleration; Cr refers to cracking; DI is the damage index; ∆ is displacement. (a) Displacement-based curve; (b) DI-based curves; (c) damage profiles at two different times.

The results confirmed the typical failure modes for the Koyna dam, widely investigated by different authors using traditional accelerograms (see [8] for a summary of Koyna numerical models), as well as through seismic testing on the scale model [72]. If typical concerns linked to the non-linear numerical methods are left out, the capacity function offers important information on the development of response parameters and DI over increasing seismic actions.

It is worth noting that these results were based on a single ETA simulation exploiting the advantages of this technique in capacity estimation. The advantage of computational time also unlocks opportunities over parametric analysis. With these procedures, it may be possible to establish the capacity functions associated with typical geometries of concrete gravity dams and define a classification of dams for their seismic performance. The DI curves can be defined as well, like those indicated in Figure 6b, to understand the most critical failure mode and the associated limit of acceptance.

With the global and local measure of the seismic response of dams under nonlinear behavior, it is also permitted in principle to follow the example of the buildings sector on the definition of the so-called “behavior factor” [77]. This will allow the analysts to perform linear analysis with seismic spectra properly scaled down to consider the accepted level of damages.

4.2. Uncertainty Quantification of a Buttress Dam

So far, the ETA was applied for a gravity dam with deterministic material properties. However, it is well accepted that there are different levels of uncertainties in quantifying the material
properties especially for large deteriorated concrete structures [78,79]. This implies that finite element models should be analyzed multiple times, each one with different combinations of the material properties to properly account for all the potential combinations.

Again, the ETA method offers unique characteristics to provide “probabilistic capacity functions” only with a limited number of nonlinear simulations. However, the first step is to develop an efficient number of random finite element models. In general, there are two broad approaches to achieve this goal: (1) using one of the Monte Carlo family models such as Latin hypercube sampling (LHS) [80] or (2) using one of many design of experiment (DOE) methods [79]. In this paper, the DOE technique was adopted to develop a series of capacity functions, each one based on a specific material combination.

Three concrete parameters were assumed to be random variables (RVs), i.e., concrete modulus of elasticity, $E$, concrete tensile strength, $f_t$, and compressive strength, $f_c$. Nine different combinations are shown in Table 1. The first one, i.e., ID-0, was the reference simulation with all the properties at their mean value. Then, the properties took a lower bound (LB) and an upper bound (UB) one at a time (simulations ID-1–ID-6). Finally, two last simulations (i.e., ID-7 and ID-8) considered the combined effects of all three RVs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Simulation</th>
<th>$E$ (GPa)</th>
<th>$f_c$ (MPa)</th>
<th>$f_t$ (MPa)</th>
<th>$\rho$ (kg/m$^3$)</th>
<th>$\nu$ (-)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ID-0 (Ref)</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2400</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID-1 (LB)</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2400</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID-2 (UB)</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2400</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID-3 (LB)</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2400</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID-4 (UB)</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2400</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID-5 (LB)</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2400</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID-6 (UB)</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2400</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID-7 (LB)</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2400</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID-8 (UB)</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2400</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Again, the buttress dam was modeled without any foundation and reservoir. The base of the dam was fixed, and an identical ETEF was applied in all cases. Subsequently, the crest displacement and the DI were recorded during the dynamic analysis. Results are summarized in Figure 7. For each of three RVs, and also the combined one, the displacement-based capacity functions are provided, which compare the UB and LB values with the reference one. Moreover, the evolution of DI is reported as a function of time. For the current purpose, only the first 13 s of the ETEF were applied, regardless of the damage level. The major observations can be summarized as follows:

- In a displacement-based capacity function (stressor-response coordinate system), the horizontal part corresponds to a large displacement with a small increase in the intensity level (i.e., numerical or physical) of failure. On the other hand, the vertical part shows the resistance of the dam (i.e., no or small drift with increasing seismic intensity).
- In general, lower and upper bound material properties decreased and increased the dynamic capacity, respectively. For example, in Figure 7b, the lower bound tensile strength, i.e., 2 MPa, reduced the dynamic capacity from 0.15 g to 0.11 g. On the other hand, the upper bound material property, i.e., 4 MPa, increased the dynamic capacity to about 0.3 g, where the analysis was not continued further.
- For the modulus of elasticity (see Figure 7a), the lower bound property reduced the dynamic capacity at pre-failure stages; however, it yielded to the same failure capacity of the reference analysis. One may note that the modulus of elasticity mainly controlled the initial stiffness of the system.
- According to Figure 7c, the compressive strength did not have any impact on the dynamic capacity of this dam. This can be attributed to the fact that the failure mode was covered by tensile damage (and not the compression damage).
Finally, Figure 7d shows that the combined effect of all three RVs. The combined model was close to the one with only the modulus of elasticity as RV. The upper bound of the combined model did not show any damage (i.e., DI = 0) up to t = 15 s of analysis, where the simulation was terminated.

**Figure 7.** Computed capacity functions for the case study buttress dam; PGA is peak ground acceleration; DI is the damage index; Δ is displacement. (a) E variation; ID-1, ID-2, and ID-0; (b) f_t variation; ID-3, ID-4, and ID-0; (c) f_c variation; ID-5, ID-6, and ID-0; (d) E + f_t + f_c variations; ID-7, ID-8, and ID-0.

These plots clearly highlight the impact of uncertain parameters in developing the dynamic capacity functions for a dam. Although it is possible to perform some extra sensitivity analysis or even develop a response surface meta-model from these data [81], they are skipped in this paper.
4.3. Assessment of an Arch Dam Portfolio

Arch and dome structures are characterized by having more key geometric parameters (i.e., curvatures). The shape of old dams has been defined during the design stage without considering explicitly the aspects related to the dynamic capacity of the structure. Figure 8 presents the relationship between the applied dynamic intensity and the response of the dams. According to the results obtained in this study, larger “U”-shaped dams appear to be the most vulnerable, while “V”-shaped dams provide higher seismic resistance. Each of the curves also shows key points associated with damages of the upstream and downstream faces of 1% and 20%, considered respectively minor and major yielding points. The relationship between these points and the associated serviceability and ultimate limit states, represented by dotted lines, gives an idea of the safety factor often translated in demand/capacity ratios. As mentioned previously, these ratios should be widely investigated and discussed to establish what can be defined as acceptable in terms of overall seismic safety.

![Figure 8](image)

Figure 8. Computed displacement-based capacity functions for an arch dam portfolio; PGA is peak ground acceleration; $\Delta$ is displacement; LS refers to the limit state.

According to the authors, it is not reasonable to associate the serviceability limit state with the attainment of the first crack. This is particularly true for numerical models with optimized meshes not able to capture localized damages. For this reason, it is recommended to set a value that can be associated with a measurable level of damages; the 20% value is proposed in this work. For the ultimate limit state, generally associated with the uncontrolled release of water, it is recommended to use the results obtained with the numerical model paying attention to the mechanism producing the limit state.

Figure 9 shows the “V”-shaped dam behavior for the serviceability (i.e., 0.13 g) and ultimate limit states (i.e., 0.52 g). For the low-intensity seismic action, the dam did not show any damage, and the compressive stresses (minimum principal stress: blue vectors) provided an effective arch behavior. As the applied dynamic load grew, the vertical joints started to open, and the cantilever effect appeared. The cantilever effect is one of the mechanisms able to produce horizontal cracks and redistribution of stresses. According to the simulations, “through cracks” started from the downstream face propagating towards the opposite face. In these cases, it is reasonable to think that one of the mechanisms able to produce the uncontrolled release of the water (or uncontrolled leakages) is the rocking of the isolated blocks at the top of the dam [82].

The attainment of the ultimate limit state in this condition should be defined using an appropriate model or independent procedures (i.e., hand calculation based on equilibrium). In the latter case, it will be necessary to establish the acceleration able to produce the overturning of the upper blocks in the upstream direction, information to be considered while the capacity curve for the dam is used. This is an example of special considerations required to use the capacity curves properly. If general rules or procedures cannot be defined because of the bespoke nature of arch dams, the proposed ETA method can be used as a tool to compare qualitatively the dynamic response of different structures or to have a better understanding of the impact of model assumptions over the seismic response. In this last context, the capacity function can be considered self-sufficient information.
On the other hand, one of the most controversial issues in dynamic analysis of dams is the concept of “massed/massless foundation”. The massless foundation is a widely-adopted technique for practical seismic safety assessments of dams. Nevertheless, it has been extensively demonstrated that such a method provides over-conservative and misleading dam response [83]. To consider such effects properly, a drastic increase in the size and density of finite element domains is required [13]. Capacity functions, being able to represent the dam response in just one synthetic picture, can help to identify a critical PGA value beyond which the massless approach is no longer valid to achieve a consistent and realistic dam response; Figure 10. This critical PGA for Arch Dam #4 was about 0.2 g.

5. Present and Future Opportunities Offered by Capacity Functions

During the 3rd Meeting of EWG Dams and Earthquakes held in Lisbon [1], the authors presented the results of their studies and following a constructive collaboration with other researchers and professionals agreed on the expected goals for the incoming years. It appears that the research to be done on the seismic response of dams can be divided into two fields: the interpretation of recorded response and back-analysis under low to medium earthquakes and the forecast of the response of dams for strong earthquakes able to produce the uncontrolled release of the water or the collapse of the structure. Considering the different tools required for these two goals (i.e., nonlinear behavior capabilities versus extensive input parameter calibration), it is reasonable to think that the researchers working on these two fields will develop their own procedures and will feed different practices.

The most advanced (or latest) regulations and guidelines regarding the seismic assessment of existing dams are very demanding in terms of methods, resources, and time needed for its accomplishment. In some cases, the set of numerical simulations required may be economically unsustainable. Moreover, even if properly executed, the analyses are significantly affected by uncertainty, particularly when strong earthquakes have to be considered and strong nonlinear effects on construction joints and concrete are expected to occur. Uncertainties can be handled by calibrating the models with the real response of the dam, but from the experience collected so far, few dams’ experienced strong earthquakes able to activate substantially their nonlinear behavior [70]. It is worth mentioning that if something similar happened, the dam would likely be damaged enough to be dismissed or to be retrofitted significantly (i.e., new resisting concrete blocks), and this means the recorded data cannot be used. In this light, the information provided by the “capacity functions” can
be very useful to make balanced decisions about the modeling and assessment assumptions addressed to the representation of the response for strong earthquakes. If this is the way forward, safety factors can be used to handle uncertainties. The shape of the capacity function or the key points can be post-processed to add some safety margins before decisions are made.

As mentioned previously, the capacity functions are also best positioned to facilitate the judgment of the safety factor available against failures for existing structures. This graphical form of the seismic response of the dams helps any decision-makers not having special expertise on the seismic response of dams to drive economic efforts for advanced studies or retrofitting works.

It is worth mentioning that standardized seismic functions such as those used in the ETA method may resolve major issues associated with the arbitrary selection of natural accelerograms. It is intuitive that it is hard to compare the seismic response of dams in the nonlinear field if the applied time histories are different. According to the experience of some of the authors, legislators are reluctant to use synthetic signals. This may represent a major obstacle for the ETA method and other similar methods. More recent studies on the generation of ETEF functions are addressing the main concerns received by the sector on their validity.

A proposal to receive the acceptance of these signals is to produce site-specific ETEF signals for different seismic regions able to represent more closely the soil and earthquake conditions. In this case, dams in the same region will be checked with the same signals defined by local codes. This appears to be a radical change from the design spectra approach, but is actually the most effective way to meet the new technical codes’ goals. This also might be a very good way to compare the seismic response of various dams and identify critical dams in a portfolio of dams.

Last but not least, for the most advantageous use of capacity functions, it is fundamental that the technical codes or the key institutions on dams’ safety define more appropriate acceptance limits for damages in both serviceability and collapse limit states.

6. Conclusions

Capacity functions are recognized in the building sector as a tool to judge the nonlinear behavior of framed structures. The advantages of their application seem remarkable and may be crucial within the seismic assessment procedures for concrete dams. A brief introduction to their use and the theoretical background was shown in this paper using some examples.

Following the recollection of some lessons learned on the seismic safety of dams located in high seismicity zones, the standard assessment procedures used by legislation and engineers were introduced. The new approach of “capacity functions” was then introduced for dams and the associated available methods briefly explained, in particular: incremental dynamic analysis (IDA), cloud analysis (CLA), and endurance time analysis (ETA). The last method was selected to show some advantages using capacity functions based on three examples: a concrete gravity dam, a buttress dam, and a portfolio of arch dams. The limits and the future enhancements of these seismic assessment procedures were also discussed.

Despite several applications of capacity functions in the dam industry, this procedure is still in a preliminary stage. The capacity functions may represent a powerful tool to meet some of the key requirements introduced by modern technical codes. The ETA method represents a good choice to determine the capacity functions with reasonable computational time.

The procedure introduced in the paper is focused mainly on the production of capacity curves. It is worth repeating that the modeling assumptions were not the subject of this work. Analysts doing the assessment must select the appropriate assumptions based on the best practice and the local legislation. If for the dam under assessment, it is crucial to consider special aspects such as galleries inside the dam, other structures connected to the dam (bridges, intake towers, or gates), reservoir sediments, foundation non-linearity, landslide effects, pore water pressure, dynamic uplift, lift joints, seismic input non-uniformity, or any other aspect, the analyst should select the appropriate modeling tools and adapt the procedure introduced here for the capacity function. In a certain sense, the main
The scope is to define a new way to add the shaking input and to get responses out of the numerical models prepared by the analysts, not a guide to set the numerical models. It is the authors’ opinion that capacity functions in the form of standardized procedures will be available in the near future. Their comparison on a large scale will highlight crucial information of the seismic response of dams characterized by similar geometries and conditions.
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